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TUC: Thiourea, Urea, Surfactants; CB: Coomassie Blue; LDS: 
Lithium Dodecyl Sulfate; EB: Equalizer Beads

Introduction

Tiselius, with his monumental moving boundary apparatus 
[1], as well as cellulose Acetate Electrophoresis (CAE) [2], in 
the analysis of human sera for early diagnosis of different 
diseases, could detect barely 6-7 major components in sera. 
When biochemists started analyzing sera via 2-D mapping, the 
picture changed drastically: at least 600 spots could be revealed 
scattered in the pI/Mr plane, via silver staining [3]. Yet, even 
with the advent of 2-D mapping, no new markers of diseases 
could be found. The reasons are outlined in a paper by Pieper, 
et al. [4]: it is nearly impossible to detect any early potential 

marker of disease as long as the whole serum is analyzed since 
the most abundant proteins will obliterate the signal of the 
rare ones (the dynamic range of plasma protein concentrations 
comprises some ten orders of magnitude or more!). Even when 
removing the nine most abundant human serum proteins 
(albumin, IgG, haptoglobin, transferrin, transthyretin, 
1-antitrypsin, 1-acid glycoprotein, hemopexin, and 2-
macroglobulin the end results were not so exciting: no new 
markers of disease could be found. However, via this process, 
these authors could fi nally visualize several proteins present 
in sera in < 10 ng/mL concentrations, such as interleukin 6, 
cathepsin and peptide hormones [4]. 

Pre-fractionation would be the key to success: a host of 
pre-fractionation techniques have been reported over the 
years, as reviewed in [5-9]. The approach that is gaining 
momentum, especially in the analysis of biological fl uids, such 
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Abstract

No proteome can be considered “democratic”, but rather “oligarchic” since a few proteins dominate the landscape and often obliterate the signal of the rare ones. That 
is the reason why most scientists lament that, in proteome analysis, the same set of abundant proteins is repeatedly seen. Current pre-fractionation techniques, one way 
or another, are besieged by problems, in that they are based on a “depletion principle”, i.e. elimination of unwanted species. Yet “democracy” calls for giving “equal rights” 
to everyone. One way to achieve that would be the use of libraries of combinatorial ligands coupled to spherical beads. When these beads are contacted with complex 
proteomes (e.g., human urines and sera, egg white, any cell or tissue lysate) of widely differing protein composition and relative abundances, they are able to “normalize” 
the protein population, by sharply reducing the concentration of the most abundant components while simultaneously enhancing the level of the most dilute components. 
It is felt that this method could offer a strong step forward in bringing the “unseen proteome” (due to either low abundance and/or presence of interferences) within the 
detection capabilities of current proteomics detection methods. Examples are given of the normalization of human urine and sera samples, resulting in the discovery of 
a host of proteins previously unreported. These beads can also be used to remove host cell proteins from purifi ed recombinant proteins or proteins purifi ed from natural 
sources that are intended for human consumption. These proteins typically reach purities of the order of 98%: higher purities often become prohibitively expensive. Yet, if 
incubated with Combinatorial Peptide Ligand Libraries (CPLL), even these impurities can be effectively removed with minute losses of the main, valuable product.
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as plasma, sera, cerebrospinal fl uid, and urines, is sequential or 
simultaneous immuno-affi nity depletion of the most abundant 
proteins present therein, as outlined in [4]. Even this approach 
might not be enough for gaining access to the “deep proteome”. 
Although depletion of these 9 abundant proteins represents 
the removal of 90% of the overall protein concentration, the 
vast number of serum proteins in the remaining 10% protein 
concentration remains to dilute and the improvement of 
detection of rare proteins is quite disappointing, as evidenced 
by Echan, et al. [10], who suggested the use of antibody 
columns that could deplete at least 18-22 of the most abundant 
proteins, which comprise 98-99% of the total serum proteins. 
In fact, Huang, et al. [11] reported the use of IgY microbeads 
able to capture and effi ciently remove the top set of 12 most 
abundant plasma proteins, whereas depletion methods based 
on chemical agents such as Cibacron Blue perform poorly: 
according to Zolotarjova, et al. [12] this chemical removed a 
major portion of the targeted albumin protein but also removed 
many other low-abundance proteins from serum, as reported 
in [13]. 

Yet, even the more specifi c immuno-depletion approach 
might induce parasitic co-depletion of a number of proteins 
that might be physiologically bound to the proteins captured 
by immuno-subtraction. A case in point is albumin depletion: 
according to Zhou, et al. [14], when albumin is immuno-
depleted, another 63 proteins, bound to albumin, are co-
depleted as well. Another quite disappointing result: after 
immuno-depletion, although the number of spots displayed 
in a 2D gel is substantially increased, the number of new 
proteins identifi ed is quite small, due to the emergence of 
newly visualized spots representing isoforms of the now most 
abundant proteins. And, even after any immuno-subtraction 
technique, the rare and very-rare proteins are still invisible, 
since, by this process, they are not concentrated and thus 
remain below the detection limit of most analytical methods.

The CPLL approach here reviewed might turn out to be 
an important step for bringing to the limelight the “hidden 
proteome” and discovering several new biomarkers for clinical 
chemistry analysis. A basic article, outlining the synthesis of 
the beads and some of their fundamental properties [15], as 
well as reviews describing the very basic concepts [16,17], have 
appeared. Here, we offer an in-depth review of the physico-
chemical properties of this ligand library, together with some 
applications that demonstrate the unique potential of this 
approach. 

Chemistry and synthesis of the peptide ligand library

The solid phase combinatorial libraries of hexapeptides are 
synthesized via a short spacer on poly (hydroxy methacrylate) 
beads, via a modifi ed Merrifi eld approach [18-21]. Figure 1 
gives a pictorial representation of the structure of the beads. 
The ligand’s density in the bead porous structure can reach a 
concentration of 50 pmoles per mL. This amounts to a ligand 
density of ca. 40-60 μmoles per mL of bead volume. Every 
single bead, thus, has millions of copies of a single, unique 
ligand and each bead, potentially, has a different ligand from 
every other bead. Considering that, for the synthesis, the 

20 natural amino acids are used, this means that the library 
contains a population of linear hexapeptides amounting to 206, 
i.e. 64 million different ligands. Such a vastly heterogeneous 
population of baits means that, in principle, an appropriate 
volume of beads could contain a partner able to interact with 
just about any protein present in a complex proteome. Using 
a hexapeptide ligand for establishing an affi nity interaction 
might be considered to represent a rather weak binding event; 
however, experience has demonstrated that indeed such a 
complex can be of very high affi nity that would require very 
strong elution conditions. 

Types of bonds engendered between captured proteins 
and combinatorial ligands

The types of bonds that are established between a protein 
and its partner in the hexameric population are the classical 
ones that stabilize the conformation of macromolecules, i.e. 
weak interactions that are at least one order of magnitude 
less strong than that of covalent bonds. Such interactions, as 
summarized in Figure 2A [22], describe how atoms or groups 
of atoms are attracted or repelled to minimize the energy of 
conformation. They can be grouped into ion-ion, hydrogen 
bonding, dipole-dipole, dispersion, hydrophobic interactions 
as well as van der Waals interactions. These are, in general, 
distance-dependent interactions, with the energies being 
inversely proportional to the distance r or to some power of the 
distance (r2, r3, etc.) separating the two groups. As the power 
of the inverse distance dependency increases, the interaction 
approaches zero more rapidly as r increases and thus becomes 
a short-range interaction. Figure 2B gives the energy of these 
interactions as a function of the distance r between the two 
interacting atoms. It can be appreciated that ion-ion interaction, 
where n = 1, is a long-range interaction, still appreciable at a 
distance of at least 1 nm. Conversely, London dispersion forces 
(n = 6) and steric repulsion forces (n = 12) are classifi ed as 
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Figure 1: Scheme of the architecture of CPLL beads on which peptide ligands 
are attached (left panel). The structure here is shown to consist of an organic 
porous polymer on the matrix to which peptide ligands are covalently attached. 
“R” represents the chemical link. The peptide is attached via a spacer. The right 
panel represents an assembly of beads each one carrying a different hexapeptide 
(different color).
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very short-range interactions, since they approach E = 0 much 
more rapidly, typically within 0.2 nm to 0.25 nm. 

The expression for the energy of long-range interactions 
are all inversely related to the dielectric constant of the 
medium and are thus weakened in a highly polarizable medium 
such as water. The composition of the medium will also affect 
other important weak interactions, such as hydrogen bonds 
and hydrophobic interactions. This is why, when capturing 
proteins with the hexameric ligand library, the process 
is conducted under native conditions, i.e. at physiological 
pH and at an ionic strength compatible with such native 
conformations. Denaturing media (such as TUC, thiourea, 
urea, and surfactants, commonly adopted in 2D map analysis) 
[23,24] will not be amenable to treatment with CPLLs, since 
TUC is one of the typical eluants of species captured by these 
beads. 

Another important factor in the linkage between proteins 
and the hexameric peptide baits is hydrophobic interaction. 
The most hydrophobic Amino Acids (AA) are, in the order, of 
Ile, Val, and Leu. Paradoxically, Trp and Tyr, as measured by the 
hydropathy index, as obtained by water/octanol partitioning, 
are even more hydrophilic than Gly, Thr and Ser, one due to its 
phenolic –OH (Tyr) and the other due to its hetero-aromatic 
ring (Trp) [25]. 

Elution paradigms

Having singled out the main mechanism of interaction 
between native proteins and CPLLs, it is now possible to devise 
elution procedures enabling the recovery of adsorbed proteins. 
Elution could be implemented either as a single process (with 
a strong eluant able to discharge all adsorbed material) or as 
a cascade process (with eluants of increasing strengths). The 
latter protocol would have the advantage of permitting a further 
sub-fractionation of the “normalized” proteome without 
using sequences of other chromatographic methods. For ion-
ion dominating interactions, a classical eluant would be 1 M 

NaCl, as customarily done in ion exchange chromatography. 
This process, in general, should allow the recovery of proteins 
in a native form, retaining biological activity. 

For breaking mildly hydrophobic interactions, one could 
resort to 50% ethylene glycol [26]. However, this eluant is quite 
mild and the population of proteins released is quite restricted; 
thus it has not been routinely adopted in our protocols. As 
described for serum proteins [27], hydro-organic solutions 
also contribute to eluting hydrophobic proteins. Another type 
of elution could be via 200 mM glycine-HCl, at pH 2.5: this 
eluant is typically adopted to disrupt tenacious interactions 
possibly related to conformational structures, such as those 
occurring between antigens and antibodies in an immuno-
affi nity column [28]. Very low pHs contribute to signifi cantly 
deform protein epitopes reducing thus the ability to interact 
with hexapeptide ligands.

TUC (2 M thiourea, 7 M urea, 4% CHAPS) appears to be an 
excellent eluant for proteins adsorbed onto CPLL beads. It is a 
mixed-mode eluant, able to disrupt simultaneously hydrogen 
bonds as well as hydrophobic associations; it releases a large 
population of adsorbed material. Concentrated urea solutions 
at acidic or alkaline pHs could also be used with an almost 
quantitative desorption effi cacy. For eluting proteins en 
masse, one could use 6 M guanidine HCl (GuHCl), pH 6. Due 
to its strong chaotropic effect and its high ionic strength this 
solution is considered a general eluant, able to disrupt all bonds 
and reduce all proteins to random polymer coils [29]. GuHCl 
can be used as the sole elution step if all proteins have to be 
desorbed at once, or as the fi nal step, for eluting the proteins 
most tenaciously binding to the solid phase. 

The physico-chemical mechanism of protein capture 
by CPLL is frequently based on complex interactions, it is 
not always easy to fi nd a universal elution method. Thus 
a paradigm change is represented by the direct on-bead 
trypsinization of captured species. The availability of whole 
proteins is in fact not necessary when the game is to identify 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A: Interaction energies (in kJ/mol) of different types of non-covalent bonds (weak interactions), as established among proteins and hexameric peptide ligands 
attached on beads. B: Energy of interaction of non-covalent bonds as a function of the distance r between the two interacting atoms. The curves are drawn according to 
given values (n) of the exponent of r, going from n = 1 for long-range interactions (ion-ion) to n = 12 for very short-range interactions (steric repulsion forces).
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the proteome components. Such an approach produces mass 
spectrometry that can easily be interpreted. Most of the time 
the trypsinization of one protein ends up in many peptides 
whereas only two peptides are suffi cient to identify the protein 
origin. This methodology called MudPIT (Multidimensional 
Protein Identifi cation Technology) was fi rst described at 
the beginning of this century and appears very convenient 
as it saves time compared to protein elution followed by 
electrophoresis fractionations and protein identifi cation. 
Results using CPLL technology have been gradually reported 
with very interesting results around the discovery of proteins 
of very low abundance. In 2011 Meng, et al. [30] and Fonslow, 
et al. [31] described this method to detect biomarkers of breast 
cancer from human plasma on the one hand and improve 
proteomic metrics from HeLa cellular lysates, on the other hand. 
Improved reproducibility has also been reported. Other authors 
adopted this protocol for the analysis of several biological 
materials such as a synovial fl uid with an improvement of the 
number of proteins identifi ed of more than 30% compared to 
the current methodology [32]. The bead trypsinization prior 
to mass spectrometry was further optimized and improved 
by extending the digestion time and also by making a pre-
digestion with Lys-C endopeptidase [33]. It is here important 
to say that even if some peptides are still strongly attached 
to the beads after digestion, they do not degrade the mass 
spectrometry analysis because the number of peptides needed 
for protein identifi cation is limited to two. The increased 
number of detected proteins, the lower risk of protein losses 
due to too hard elution conditions, and the simplifi ed protocol 
with better reproducibility should play in favor of the on-bead 
protein digestion option, especially when looking for protein 
markers discovery and for the detection of protein impurities 
present in biopharmaceuticals.

The CPLL technology versus depletion procedures

It is well-known that albumin, and a few other very 
high-abundance proteins in plasma, represent a challenge 
for the proper detection of other low-concentration proteins. 
Concurrently, albumin is a source of trouble in mass 
spectrometry since it induces signal suppression of a number 
of other species, which by consequence are not detected. In 
this situation, a quite common approach is to remove high-
abundance species prior to analysis. 

Depletion is nothing more than a separation of proteins by 
solid phase adsorption and this fact necessitates some focused 
considerations that are related to well-established rules in 
terms of thermodynamics, kinetics, and binding capacity. 
Depletion of one abundant protein or its adsorption on 
chromatographic support is directly dependent on the binding 
capacity for the protein in question. Cibacron Blue, commonly 
used for the depletion of albumin, has a binding capacity 
between 10 mg/mL and 30 mg/mL of resin. Proteins collected 
in the fl ow-through are generally diluted by a factor of 2 - 
2.5. Considerations around dilution are even worst with lower 
binding capacity resins. These latter generally have a binding 
capacity of a few mg/mL for a single protein (between 1/20 and 
1/5 of Cibacron Blue for instance for the depletion of albumin). 

This means that the volume of the sample compared to the 
volume of the sorbent is very small.

The situation should be improved with the use of 
biologically specifi c ligands; this is the case of protein A and 
Protein G for the elimination of IgG antibodies. Even here the 
operation results in the elimination of additional proteins. A 
better example is represented by highly specifi c depletion 
with antibodies. However, the binding capacity is very limited 
and its use is restricted to plasma proteins only. The cost 
of immunosorbents is also very high compared to current 
depletion methods.

Figure 3 illustrates an SDS-PAGE analysis: when the depletion 
is operated with synthetic ligands such as Cibacron Blue, the 
elimination of albumin is not complete and other species are 
not visible any longer. When using an immunodepletion using 
six immobilized antibodies, the remaining protein sample is 
quite clean but the number of detectable proteins has not really 
changed. Conversely, the CPLL technology shows the largest 
number of protein bands over every other depletion method.

Analysis of human body fl uids with CPLL

Since a number of applications of CPLL beads to different 
biological samples have been already described [15-17], we 
will concentrate here on other applications, particularly in 
regard to human body fl uids. Clinical chemist research has 
been focused on fi nding, especially in body fl uids – plasma, 
urine, tears, lymph, seminal plasma, milk, saliva, spinal fl uid 
– new indicators or markers for disease. Even body fl uids 
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Figure 3: SELDI MS and SDS-PAGE analysis of depleted human serum samples 
(from “a” to “f”) compared to the processed sample with CPLL technology (“g”). “a”: 
albumin-depleted human serum using Cibacron Blue sorbent; “b”: albumin-depleted 
human serum anti albumin immunosorbent; “c”: IgG-depleted human serum using 
Protein G sorbent; “d”: Alb/IgG-depleted human serum using Cibacron Blue and 
Protein A sorbents; “e”: Alb/IgG-depleted human serum using anti albumin and 
anti-IgG immunosorbents; “f”: Multiple depletion using a complex immunosorbent 
removing simultaneously albumin, IgG, IgA, transferrin, haptoglobin, and α1-
antitrypsin; “g”: sample treatment using the solid phase ligand library. The 
ProteinChip® array used for SELDI MS analysis was CM10.
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are not immune from severe problems that have hampered 
the discovery of novel markers; e.g., both plasma and serum 
exhibit very high variations in individual protein abundances, 
typically of the order of 1010 or more, with the result that, in any 
typical Two-Dimensional (2D) map, only the high-abundance 
proteins are displayed [4]. In the case of urines, the problems 
are further aggravated by their very low protein content 
requiring a concentration step of 100 to 1000 fold, coupled with 
their high salt levels, demanding their concomitant removal 
prior to analyses [34]. 

Analysis of human urine proteins

Considerable research efforts have been devoted to 
mapping the human urinary proteome since this is perhaps the 
only one that can be collected in a fully non-invasive manner 
and in large volumes repeatedly and for extended periods 
of time [35-45]. Although the vast majority of them have 
exploited 2D maps, a few reports have also described 1D and 
2D chromatographic approaches [35,44,45]. 2D map analysis 
has been already exploited in bladder cancer [46,47], Bence 
Jones proteinuria [48,49], rheumatoid arthritis [50], urinary 
tract infections and glomerular or non-glomerular diseases 
[51,52], chronic exposure to cadmium [53], characterization of 
urinary apolipoproteins and monitoring adaptive changes in 
unilateral nephrectomy [54] and searching for novel candidate 
markers for prostatic cancer [55]. Most of these approaches 
require a large number of steps for urine preparation prior to 
2D mappings, such as precipitation with protamine sulfate, 
removal of glycosaminoglycans, several dialysis steps, 
lyophilization, gel fi ltration, even immuno-subtraction of 
the most abundant proteins and other pre-fractionation tools 
[16,36,56]. 

CPLLs were thus adopted in urine analysis [27]. A total 
of 1.6 L of urines was collected from eight healthy young 
donors, processed, and reduced to a volume of 22 mL dissolved 
in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. This fi nal volume was 
adsorbed onto 1 mL of beads, which were then eluted fi rst 
with TUC (2.2 M thiourea, 7.7 M urea, 4.4% CHAPS) and then 
with 9 M urea at pH 3.8. The results of the 2D mapping, as 
compared to untreated controls, are displayed in Figure 4. The 
dynamic range reduction effect, with a concomitant massive 
increment of polypeptide spots over the entire gel surface, is 
evident in the 2D maps of the treated samples. The fi rst eluate 
(TUC) exhibits many more spots in the entire pH interval as 
compared with control urine. The second eluate, although 
displaying a signifi cantly lower number of spots, shows only 
a limited redundancy with the TUC eluate, most desorbed 
proteins being specifi c to the second elution step. These three 
samples were then subjected to FT-ICR (Fourier transform, 
ion-cyclotron resonance) mass spectrometry analysis. Control 
urines revealed a total of 96 unique gene products. The TUC 
eluate allowed the identifi cation of 334 unique protein species 
and the second eluate of an additional 148 species. This gives 
a total count of 471 unique protein species identifi ed in urines. 
The bar graph of Figure 5 gives the increment in species 
obtained in the sum of the two eluates, as compared with the 
control, while simultaneously expressing their Mr distribution. 

These results are impressive when compared to the best 
data available in the literature, by using much more complex 
technologies and experimental protocols. Summing up: (i) 
Pieper, et al. [35] reported 150 unique protein annotations; (ii) 
Spahr, et al. [43] described 124 gene products; (iii) Oh, et al. 
[36] listed 113 different proteins; (iv) Pang, et al. [34] found 
103 unique species; (v) Castagna, et al. [27] detected 471 unique 
gene products via the CPLL technology. 

Analysis of human serum proteins

The serum is still one of the biological fl uids of utmost 
interest from a clinical-chemistry point of view [57,58]. Up to 
2004, the only extensive data set available on serum proteins 
was the one of Anderson, et al. [58], with a compilation of 1175 
non-redundant species. It was quickly superseded by the HUPO 
Plasma Protein Project (PPP). The PPP was started in the year 
2002 as a network of 35 collaborating laboratories. A core set 
of 3020 serum plasma proteins could be generated and is now 
available on public databases (www.bioinformatics.med.umich.

Figure 4: Two-dimensional maps of urines. A: control; B: fi rst eluate (TUC); C: second 
eluate (9 M urea, pH 3.8). Staining with Sypro Ruby. An equal load of total proteins 
was applied for all samples analyzed (90 μg total protein/gel) (from Castagna, et al. 
[52], by permission).
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edu/hupo/ppp) [59]. This dataset is composed of unique gene 
products identifi ed with two or more peptides, thus predicted 
to be correct with a confi dence of the order of 0.90 to 0.95. The 
data set contains an additional 6484 unique proteins identifi ed 
via only a single peptide, bringing the total to 9504. 

What portion of serum proteome could be detected within 
a single, simple experimental protocol exploiting CPLLs? 300 
mL of serum were processed and subjected to adsorption with 
our ligand library. Upon elution with 3 different eluants, the 2D 
maps of Figure 6 could be obtained, showing a large increment 
of spots in both eluates, as compared to control sera. Upon 
elution and analysis via FT-ICR mass spectrometry, a total 
of 4802 unique gene products could be recognized [60]. Our 
data compare favorably with the HUPO list of plasma proteins, 
totaling 9504 species. Additionally, > 3000 species were unique 
to our list, and are believed to represent the “deep proteome” 
so far undetected. 

Purifi cation of r-DNA products

Recombinant DNA (r-DNA) products are becoming one of 
the most important families of therapeutic agents, due to the 
possibility of production on a large scale in host organisms 
[61]. One of the major dilemmas associated with the production 
of r-DNA proteins for human consumption is their extraction 
and purifi cation from very crude feedstocks. In principle, such 
recombinant proteins should be purifi ed to homogeneity, so 
as to avoid undesired side effects when they are co-injected 
with traces of protein impurities that can be immunogenic. It is 
very laborious to achieve purity levels better than 99% [62,63]. 
The last purifi cation step is prohibitively expensive and leads 
to severe losses of a valuable biopharmaceutical product. This 
is the reason why a protein purifi cation process, designed for 
biopharmaceuticals starting from crude feedstocks, is relatively 
complicated. The fi rst chromatographic separation step of the 

process is based on the selectivity of the resin for the target 
protein. In that way, it is possible to concentrate the protein 
of interest and get rid of the maximum amount of protein 
impurities. This step is generally named “capture” [64]. If the 
capturing resin is based on a high-affi nity ligand the resulting 
purifi cation factor in a single step could be very substantial. 
This is the case for the capture of monoclonal antibodies when 
using a Protein A column [65] where the purity of the target 
protein can go up to 95% - 98%. The pre-purifi ed protein 
from the capture phase is then submitted to an intermediate 
separation process capable to produce fractions where the 
protein of interest is collected in one or two of them [66-
68]. In order to reach purity levels capable to meet regulatory 
requirements, however, it is necessary to add at least another 
step called “polishing” capable to eliminate all remaining 
impurity traces. 

Products in the market rarely achieve a purity degree better 
than 98% - 99%. Pharmaceutical companies, in general, are 
able to identify one or a few major contaminants and this is 
the pedigree of the products available on the market for human 
consumption. The situation, though, could be much worse than 
that. We have set up an experimental model for monitoring 
what could be achieved when proteins, contaminated with 
different amounts of impurities, would then subjected to a 
cleaning step with our ligand library. The protocol comprised 
a 10 mg/mL solution of very pure myoglobin, re-purifi ed on 
a column of Q HyperD in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7. This 
solution, containing 400 mg of myoglobin, was contaminated 
with 10 μL of serum protein eluate from CPLL beads the removal 
of contaminants was monitored by SDS-PAGE. The results are 
shown in Figure 7. After this cleaning step, the vast majority 
of contaminants are removed. A complete polishing could be 
obtained by re-subjecting the fi nal products to a second CPLL 
treatment [69]. This process has a double valency: on the 
one hand, it allows effective removal of all impurities; on the 
other hand, it permits concentration and purifi cation of these 
impurities so as to allow proper characterization of all of them. 

“Missing in action”

We consider here some important experimental variables. 

 

Figure 6: Two-dimensional mapping of human serum before (upper panel) and 
after (3 lower panels) treatment with protein Equalizer technology. First dimension: 
non-linear IPGs, pH 3-10 range. Second dimension: SDS-PAGE in an 8% - 15%T 
porosity gradient. Staining with micellar Coomassie Blue. In all cases, 160 μg total 
protein was loaded. Note that, whereas the control serum exhibits 115 spots, the 
total polypeptide spots counted in the 3 combined eluates amount to 790. “TUC” = 
Thiourea-Urea-Chaps buffer; “UC” = Urea-citric acid solution; “H-O” = Hydro-organic 
mixture; (from Sennels, et al. [56], by permission).

1: Mr markers 
2: 3,72% Cont., before polishing, 2.5 μL 
3: 3,72% Cont., after polishing, 2.5 μL 
4: 3,72% Cont., before polishing, 5.0 μL 
5: 3,72% Cont., after polishing, 5.0 μL 
6: 3,72% Cont., before polishing, 10.0 μL 
7: 3,72% Cont., after polishing, 10.0 μL 
8: 3,72% Cont., before polishing, 15.0 μL 
9: 3,72% Cont., after polishing, 15.0 μL 

Figure 7: Polishing of myoglobin doped with equalized human serum proteins. 
Tracks: 1, Mr markers, 10 μL; 2: 3.72% contaminants, before polishing, 2.5 μL; 
3: 3.72% contaminants, after polishing, 2.5 μL; 4: 3.72% contaminants, before 
polishing, 5 μL; 5: 3.72% contaminants, after polishing, 5 μL; 6: 3.72% contaminants, 
before polishing, 10 μL; 7: 3.72% contaminants, after polishing, 10 μL; 8: 3.72% 
contaminants, before polishing, 15 μL; 9: 3.72% contaminants, after polishing, 15 
μL. Staining with micellar Coomassie Blue (from Guerrier, et al. [65], by permission).
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Concentration limits: The fi rst question is about the lowest 
concentration limit of proteins in body fl uids and cell lysates 
that can be detected. With a proviso, though, that this limit 
might not exist, since it will strongly depend on what is the 
total sample volume available for treatment. Given enough 
sample volume, even those ultra-rare proteins present in a 
few copies per cell could be rendered visible. The association/
dissociation constants of proteins to the library of ligands will, 
ultimately, be the driving force behind the capturing ability of 
the beads. Those will depend on a number of variables, such 
as temperature, ionic strength, and pH value of the buffering 
media.

 Protein losses: To which extent the components of a given 
proteome will be lost, either due to the lack of appropriate 
ligands or to the too-weak Ka values of peptide ligands towards 
a number of components has to be considered. Data comparing 
proteins identifi ed in control versus CPLL samples suggest that 
some 3% to 7% of the total protein population might be lost. 

 Spurious binding: Is the spurious binding of the proteins to 
other components of the beads (e.g. matrix polymer qualifi ed 
as non-specifi c binding) than with their complementary bait 
ligand counterpart taking place? Experiments with the beads 
lacking the hexameric peptide baits suggest that parasitic 
binding to the organic polymer used as substratum is virtually 
nihil. 

 Unbalanced binding: Whether abnormal binding of proteins 
to the bead library, leading to non-normalized situations occurs 
or not, is another non-completely answered the question. It is 
unrealistic to think that all proteins will be well-behaved toward 
the adsorbing ligand library. Working with sera, we have found 
for instance that apolipoprotein A1 (Apo A1) is greatly enriched 
as compared to all other serum components, rendering it the 
most abundant component after the treatment. We have no 
explanation for that, except to note that Apo A1 possesses a 
large number of binding sites for several components. Thus, it 
is quite possible that it recognizes more that one hexapeptide 
ligand, saturating an abnormal amount of sites in a larger bead 
population as compared to other, well-behaved proteins. 

 Length of the bait: Another parameter that has an effect on 
the reduction of the dynamic concentration range of proteins is 
the length of the bait peptide. Although current CPLLs carry a 
population of hexameric ligands, lengthening it to a heptamer, 
while greatly expanding the diversity of the baits (from 64 
million to 128 billion), thus reducing the chances of losing 
parts of the proteome components, will surely strengthen the 
value of the association constant. 

 Bead size: Finally, the bead size would play a role in the 
capturing process, but data are not well-known yet. Clearly, 
experimenting with smaller and smaller beads will allow the 
processing of lower volumes of precious biological fl uids, 
since the bait density per unit of beads volume will increase. 
However, performing a classical combinatorial synthesis of 
ligands onto very small beads (e.g., 5 μm and below) greatly 
changes the thermodynamics and kinetics of the interaction 
along with binding capacity and may additionally complicate 
the synthetic process. 

Hunting for biomarkers: Would this technology be amenable 
to biomarker hunting, given its propensity for equalizing 
concentration differences? In principle this should be 
possible, as long as the biomarker sought, in the control vs. 
the pathological sample, is in such minute amounts as not 
to saturate the beads. Under these conditions, the relative 
concentration differences should remain rather unchanged and 
thus the diagnostic value should still be there. In this context, 
hundreds of publications focusing on biomarker discovery 
using CPLL are available describing single protein marker 
discoveries as well as entire panels of proteins witnessing their 
utmost interest in diagnostics and therapy. 

Conclusion

We hope we have given here a fair survey of the capability 
of the CPLL technology in dealing with the vastly diverging 
protein concentrations in any proteome isolated from living 
organisms. We have offered a brief survey of data from two 
human fl uids, urines and sera, that have important implications 
for the discovery of biomarkers of most pathologies. We 
hope the readers are convinced by the great potential of this 
technique that has allowed, for the fi rst time, and with simple 
manipulations, to truly uncover the hidden proteome. 

Integration of this technology with classical or novel 
fractionation methods will increase the capability to discover 
novel proteins of diagnostic interest. In addition to its 
implications in proteome analysis, the described approach 
will also play a very important role in the pharmaceutical and 
biotech industry. For the former industry, this technology will 
contribute to fi nding low protein expression as a response to 
newer therapies with possibly important implications for drug 
indications and reactions. In the case of the Biotech industry, 
the technology will contribute helping to remove from r-DNA 
products, meant for human consumption, the last 2% - 3% of 
impurities that are still contaminating all products presently in 
the market, impurities that might have severe adverse effects 
for patients using such products not just for single treatment 
but as a lifetime cure. 
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